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Abstract

The electric field gradient (EFG) at the nucleus, the generalized Sternheimer shielding constants, and the EFG

hyperpolarizabilities of a set of reference molecules are computed using analytic density-functional (up to quadratic)

response theory. At the three-parameter Becke–Lee–Yang–Parr (B3LYP) level, density functional theory (DFT) un-

derestimates correlation effects compared with other approaches such as coupled-cluster and multiconfigurational self-

consistent field. For the prediction of EFG properties of hydrogen nuclei and electron-rich atoms such as halides, DFT/

B3LYP provides results even less reliable than Hartree–Fock theory.

� 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In this work, we examine the usefulness of

density functional theory (DFT) for calculating

the electric field and field gradient responses of the
nuclear quadruple coupling constant (NQCC) or,

more directly, the electric field gradient (EFG) at

the nucleus. The two are related through the nu-

clear quadruple moment. The ability of DFT to

reproduce the EFG at the nuclei of HCl and CuCl

has been analyzed quite recently by Schwerdtfeger

and co-workers [1]. A comparison of the results

obtained by several density functionals with those

yielded by accurate ab initio methods demon-

strated that the performance of DFT in deter-
mining the EFG of HCl was satisfactory, whereas

in most cases rather poor agreement could be

achieved for the EFG at the copper atom in CuCl.

The dependence of the EFG at the nucleus on the

external electric field or field gradient, through

quantities which are collectively known as EFG

(hyper)polarizabilities, has been studied by several

highly correlated methods on small molecules
[2–6]. Many of these approaches are too expensive
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for larger molecules and DFT can potentially be a

very useful tool.

Before considering large molecules, we need to

explore the adequacy of DFT for calculating these

linear and nonlinear electric properties on smaller

molecules, where comparisons can be made with
the results of accurate benchmark-type calcula-

tions. With the recent development of analytical

DFT linear and quadratic response techniques at

the hybrid DFT level [7,8], such studies have been

greatly facilitated. Indeed, the recent study of the

first dipole hyperpolarizability of para-nitroaniline

and of a porphyrin derived push–pull system [8]

demonstrated the great potential of DFT for cal-
culating nonlinear electric properties of large mo-

lecular systems.

In this work, we follow the same strategy, and

compare the performance of DFT, and in par-

ticular of the hybrid three-parameter Becke–Lee-

Yang–Parr (B3LYP) method [9,10], for the

calculation of the EFG and its (hyper)polariz-

abilities with high-level ab initio methods such as
multiconfigurational self-consistent field (MCS-

CF) and coupled-cluster theories, including results

of the highly accurate CC3 approach [11].

2. Theory

In its traceless form, the EFG of the electronic
state jwi at nucleus P can be computed as [12,13]

the expectation value

V P
ab ¼ hw j

X
i

� f3ðria � RPaÞðrib � RPbÞ � jri �RP j2dabg
jri �RP j5

jwi

�
X
Q 6¼P

ZQ

� f3ðRQa � RPaÞðRQb � RPbÞ � jRQ �RP j2dabg
jRQ �RP j5

;

ð1Þ

where ri and RQ are the position vectors of the ith
electron and the Qth nucleus, respectively, with a
and b denoting the Cartesian components. In a

static, nonuniform electric field F , the EFG at

nucleus P can be expanded as (summing over re-

peated indices and retaining only the terms rele-

vant to our discussion) [12]

V P
abðF Þ ¼ V P

ab þ gPab;cFc þ
1

2
�Pab;c;dFcFd

þ 1

2
ðdaddbc

�
þ dacdbdÞ þ gPab;cd

�
Fcd

þ    ð2Þ

Here V P
ab denotes the EFG at nucleus P in the

unperturbed molecule, Fa is the a component of

the electric field vector, and Fab is the ab compo-

nent of the EFG relative to a given origin. The
tensors gab;c and gab;cd – collectively known as the

generalized Sternheimer shielding constants since

they were first discussed by Sternheimer [14] in

1950 – describe the linear response of the EFG to

the field and the field gradient, respectively,

whereas the EFG hyperpolarizability �ab;c;d repre-

sents the quadratic response to the electric field

perturbation [15].
In the notation of [16], the generalized Stern-

heimer shielding constants can be written in the

forms:

gPab;c ¼ hhV P
ab; rcii0; ð3Þ

gPab;cd ¼
1

3
hhV P

ab;Hcdii0; ð4Þ

where the components of the traceless electric
quadruple moment operator are given by

Hab ¼ � 1
2

X
i

ð3riarib � ricricdabÞ: ð5Þ

The EFG electric dipole hyperpolarizability tensor

(�Pab;c;d) is analogously identified as

�Pab;c;d ¼ hhV P
ab; rc; rdii0;0: ð6Þ

The symmetry properties of these tensors have

been discussed in [12,13].
For linear molecules, the number of indepen-

dent tensorial components for a nucleus in a C1v

symmetry site reduces to (in a conventional no-

tation) V P
zz , g

P
zz;z, g

P
xz;x, g

P
zz;zz, g

P
xy;xy , g

P
xz;xz, �

P
zz;zz, �

P
xx;xx,

�Pxz;xz and �Pxy;xy [4,5,12,13]. For simplicity, these

tensors are usually discussed in terms of their

rotational averages, which in our case reduce to

[12]
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gP ¼ 1

5
gPab;ab

¼ 1

10
ð3gPzz;zz þ 8gPxy;xy þ 8gPxz;xzÞ; ð7Þ

�P ¼ 2

15
�Pab;a;b

¼ 2

15
ð�Pzz;z;z þ 2�Pxx;x;x þ 4�Pxz;x;z þ 2�Pxy;x;yÞ: ð8Þ

In Eq. (2), the response functions that involve
multipole operators depend on the origin of the

electric field [12,13]. As is customary [4,5,12,13],

we place the origin at the nucleus of interest when

calculating the gPab;cd tensor components and the

corresponding averages. As the origin moves from

O to O0 ¼ Oþ R, the change in the response is

given by

gPab;cdðO
0Þ ¼ gPab;cdðOÞ � 1

2
gPab;cRd �

1

2
gPab;dRc

þ 1

3
dabgPab;rRr: ð9Þ

3. Computational details

In previous studies, the basis-set convergence of

the EFG at the nucleus, the generalized Sternhei-

mer shielding constants, and the EFG hyper-

polarizabilities have been studied in detail [4,5]. We

therefore discuss here mostly the results obtained

using the doubly augmented correlation-consistent

polarized valence quadruple-zeta (d-aug-cc-pVQZ)
basis of Dunning and co-workers [17,18], noting

that the DFT basis-set convergence is in general

very similar to that observed at the Hartree–Fock

level [4]. For comparison with previous MCSCF

and coupled-cluster results, we use the same ge-

ometries as in the previous investigations of [4,5],

which in turn are based on the geometries used

in [19].
Although there are few studies on the perfor-

mance of various density functionals for quadratic

response properties, the observations made in the

studies of a large number of electric [8], magnetic

[7], and electromagnetic [20–22] linear response

properties indicate that the hybrid B3LYP func-

tional performs better than for instance the local

density approximation (LDA) and the general-

ized gradient approximation (GGA) Becke–Lee–

Yang–Parr (BLYP) functional. We therefore do

not explore the different functionals here, concen-

trating instead on the B3LYP functional. Although

it may be argued that the computational cost of
B3LYP functional is higher than that of the pure

DFT functionals, we consider the better perfor-

mance of B3LYP to outweigh the (minor) reduc-

tions in the computational efficiency.

In all calculations, we have used a locally

modified version of the DALTONALTON program [23].

All our results are given in atomic units. Con-

version factors to SI units are given in [4], see also
[24].

4. Results and discussion

For the purpose of our discussion, we divide the

molecules into three groups. In the first group, we

consider HF and HCl as examples of electron-rich
hydrides. Next, CO and N2 are discussed as model

compounds for multiply bonded systems. Finally,

we consider HCN, HNC, and HCCH as examples

of polyatomic molecular systems.

4.1. HF and HCl

The results of HF and HCl are collected in

Tables 1 and 2, respectively. In addition to the

DFT/B3LYP results obtained in this work, we

quote here the results of recent Hartree–Fock,

MCSCF [4] and coupled-cluster studies [5]. In
discussing the performance of DFT/B3LYP for the

EFG at the nuclei and for the EFG hyperpolar-

izabilities, we compare our results with the best

estimates obtained from extrapolations of high-

level coupled-cluster calculations. These coupled-

cluster results have been obtained by adding

higher-order correlation corrections (obtained as

the difference between CC3 and CCSD results in
the d-aug-cc-pVTZ basis set) to the results ob-

tained at the CCSD level with the basis set indi-

cated in our tables. For the EFG at the nuclei of

hydrogen halide, we report also some of the results

obtained in the study by Schwerdtfeger and co-

workers [1]. The authors employed a wide selection
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of density functionals for their DFT calculations.

In the footnote of Table 2 we report for immedi-

ate comparison their Hartree–Fock and DFT/

B3LYP estimates, together with the corresponding

coupled-cluster singles and doubles with triples

corrections – CCSD(T) – results. The agreement

between our numbers and theirs is satisfactory

taking into account the use of different basis sets
and the well known dependence of the property on

the details of the basis.

For molecules containing strongly electronega-

tive and electron-rich atoms such as halides, DFT

was found to be often unreliable [25,26]. Indeed,

compared with the best coupled-cluster estimates,

the quality of the B3LYP EFGs in Tables 1 and 2

is at best moderate. Even for the EFG at the
nuclei, which represent simple expectation values,

B3LYP either gives a correlation correction in the

wrong direction relative to the benchmark refer-

ence (V Cl
zz and V H

zz in HCl, see also experimental

estimate for the latter) or it gives a too small

correction (V F
zz ). For such molecules, therefore, the

electron density predicted by B3LYP is inade-

quate.

The poor performance of B3LYP for the den-

sity also carries through to the higher-order re-

sponses of the EFGs at the nuclei. For most of the
components and averages for which MCSCF or

coupled-cluster results exist, B3LYP either over-

estimates or underestimates the correlation cor-

rection; in a few cases, it predicts a correction in

the wrong direction.

Unlike for the other molecules in this study, for

HF and HCl we have listed the full set of nonzero

components of the EFG (hyper)polarizabilities.
This is done to illustrate the fact that, by error

cancellation, the B3LYP averages (which we

otherwise focus our attention on) are in some cases

Table 1

HF electric field gradient at the nuclei, Sternheimer (anti)shieldings and EFG polarizabilities

Hartree–Fock DFT/B3LYP MCSCF CCSD CC3 (BE)

V H
zz )0.5184 )0.5344 )0.5381 )0.5419 )0.5398a

gHzz;z 0.764 0.721 0.7584 0.7669 0.7511

gHxz;x 0.202 0.156

gHzz;zz )0.474 )0.466 )0.495 )0.505 )0.4868
gHxy;xy )0.133 )0.137
gHxz;xz )0.195 )0.199
gH )0.405 )0.408 )0.4043 )0.4101 )0.4004
�Hzz;z;z )2.68 )1.26 )2.083 )2.108 )1.884
�Hxx;x;x 0.69 0.50

�Hxz;x;z 1.32 1.76

�Hxy;x;y 0.38 0.30

�H 0.64 0.98 0.8696 0.9608 0.9405

V F
zz )2.8395 )2.7522 )2.622 )2.651 )2.598

gFzz;z 8.430 8.041 7.535 7.601 7.427

gFxz;x 1.496 1.858

gFzz;zz 10.540 10.987 9.829 9.934 9.758

gFxy;xy 6.005 6.829

gFxz;xz 5.700 6.224

gF 12.526 13.738 12.03 12.19 11.97

�Fzz;z;z )50.30 )37.76 )40.56 )40.6 )40.08
�Fxx;x;x )60.73 )78.45
�Fxz;x;z )38.95 )42.76
�Fxy;x;y )42.98 )56.27
�F )55.13 )63.76 )58.21 )61.51 )59.28

Comparison of the DFT/B3LYP results with Hartree–Fock, MCSCF and CCSD results taken from [4,5]. Here and in the other

tables �BE� indicates best estimates, see [5] for details. The basis set employed was the d-aug-cc-pVQZ.
a Exp.: )0.552, 2H19F, see [4] and references therein.
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in a fortuitously good agreement with coupled-

cluster theory. In HCl, for example, � is in almost
perfect agreement with the best coupled-cluster

estimate, even though the correlation correction to

the contributing �Hzz;z;z component is overestimated

by almost 50%. All things considered, we conclude

that at least for the hydrogen halides, the useful-

ness of DFT/B3LYP for the calculation of EFGs

at the nuclei and EFG (hyper)polarizabilities is

rather limited.

Table 2

HCl electric field gradient at the nuclei, Sternheimer (anti)shieldings and EFG polarizabilities

Hartree–Fock DFT/B3LYP MCSCF CCSD CC3 (BE)

V H
zz
a )0.2829 )0.2787 )0.2855 )0.2867 )0.2870b

gHzz;z 0.701 0.638 0.6663 0.6656 0.659

gHxz;x 0.243 0.213

gHzz;zz )0.596 )0.560 )0.5891 )0.5878 )0.5824
gHxy;xy )0.163 )0.173
gHxz;xz )0.302 )0.300
gH )0.550 )0.546 )0.5377 )0.5439 )0.5395
�Hzz;z;z )2.28 )0.57 )1.309 )1.474 )1.311
�Hxx;x;x 0.27 0.05

�Hxz;x;z 2.44 2.61

�Hxy;x;y 0.32 0.22

�H 1.16 1.39 1.438 1.448 1.406

V Cl
zz

c )3.3956 )3.3640 )3.173 )3.202 )3.426
gClzz;z 16.554 14.882 14.23 13.39 15.28

gClxz;x )0.857 )0.002
gClzz;zz 25.873 26.628 24.32 22.54 25.98

gClxy;xy 17.139 18.712

gClxz;xz 10.426 11.721

gCl 29.814 32.335 28.84 26.68 30.77

�Clzz;z;z )54.38 )30.73 )41.17 )38.99 )46.29
�Clxx;x;x )254.96 )264.46
�Clxz;x;z )102.36 )100.21
�Clxy;x;y )172.46 )185.01
�Cl )175.82 )177.41 )177.7 )164.2 )188.2

Comparison of the DFT/B3LYP results, obtained in this work, with Hartree–Fock, MCSCF and CCSD results taken from [4,5].

The basis set employed was the d-aug-cc-pVQZ.
aCf. )0.293 (HF); )0.290 (DFT/B3LYP); )0.301 (CCSD(T)) in [1].
b Exp.: �0:2885� 0:0005, 2H35Cl, see [4] and references therein.
c Cf. )3.627 (HF); )3.622 (DFT/B3LYP); )3.466 (CCSD(T)) in [1].

Table 3

N2 electric field gradient at the nuclei, Sternheimer (anti)shieldings and EFG polarizabilities

Hartree–Fock DFT/B3LYP MCSCF CCSD CC3 (BE)

d-aug-cc-pVQZ aug-cc-pVQZ

V N
zz 1.36549 1.24928 1.148 1.168 1.118a

gNzz;z )6.2696 )5.4692 )4.861 )4.937 )4.856
gNzz;zz )1.7541 )1.0652 )0.733 )0.8784 )0.8528
gN )1.6214 )1.2924 )1.595 )1.408 )1.351
�Nzz;z;z )11.51 )18.35 )16.4 )14.91 )15.8
�N )12.56 )11.32 )9.841 )10.44 )10.49

Comparison of the DFT/B3LYP results, obtained in this work, with Hartree–Fock, MCSCF and CCSD results taken from [4,5].
a Exp.: 1:15� 0:01, 14N2, see [4] and references therein.
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4.2. N2 and CO

Turning our attention to the next class of

molecules, N2 and CO, we observe that the picture

changes dramatically. Thus, for all components

and averages of N2 in Table 3 except gN, the cor-
relation corrections are underestimated by DFT/

B3LYP relative to coupled-cluster theory. In the

Table 4

CO electric field gradient at the nuclei, Sternheimer (anti)shieldings and EFG polarizabilities

Hartree–Fock DFT/B3LYP MCSCF CCSD CC3 (BE)

d-aug-cc-pVQZ aug-cc-pVQZ

V C
zz 1.1711 1.0684 1.011 0.988 0.9302

gCzz;z )2.609 )2.610 )2.737 )2.62 )2.419
gCzz;zz )1.921 )1.676 )1.809 )1.76 )1.577
gC )2.926 )2.501 )2.903 )2.47 )2.346
�Czz;z;z )23.13 )21.27 )22.85 )22.9 )21.05
�C )6.62 )6.59 4.587 )6.04 )5.186

V O
zz 0.7240 0.7590 0.7123 0.748 0.7206a

gOzz;z 6.547 6.158 5.69 6.145 5.739

gOzz;zz 1.935 1.859 1.949 1.36 1.529

gO 2.575 1.761 0.5662 1.002 0.9985

�Ozz;z;z 2.46 )20.67 )14.97 )11.7 )13.13
�O )13.72 )13.83 )8.472 )14.5 )13.98

Comparison of the DFT/B3LYP results, obtained in this work, with Hartree–Fock, MCSCF and CCSD results taken from [4,5].
a Exp.: 0:774� 0:115, 0:7431� 0:0932, 12C17O, see [4] and references therein.

Table 5

HCN electric field gradient at the nuclei, Sternheimer (anti)shieldings and EFG polarizabilities

Hartree–Fock DFT/B3LYP MCSCF CCSD CC3 CC3 (BE)

d-aug-cc-pVQZ d-aug-cc-pVTZ

V H
zz )0.3167 )0.3106 )0.3283 )0.3263 )0.329 )0.3184a

gHzz;z 0.784 0.718 0.6966 0.7099 0.7121 0.7151

gHzz;zz )0.803 )0.752 )0.7347 )0.7363 )0.7395 )0.7445
gH )0.502 )0.510 )0.4662 )0.4903 )0.4891 )0.4872
�Hzz;z;z )1.84 )1.29 )1.181 )1.568 )1.303 )1.305
�H 1.14 1.13 1.205 1.151 1.172 1.18

V C
zz 0.5001 0.4338 0.3972 0.3734 0.3616 0.3593

gCzz;z 5.346 5.050 4.718 4.729 4.652 4.59

gCzz;zz )0.112 0.328 0.4769 0.3708 0.4116 0.3786

gC )0.548 )0.073 )0.07 )0.0747 )0.0279 )0.0903
�Czz;z;z )1.70 )2.95 )1.602 )1.929 )2.931 )2.529
�C )6.13 )7.91 )7.277 )7.043 )7.325 )7.076

V N
zz 1.1963 1.1050 0.9354 0.9889 0.9672 0.9690b

gNzz;z )7.122 )6.135 )5.152 )5.23 )5.147 )5.22
gNzz;zz )1.236 )0.368 0.06895 0.0683 0.0714 0.1974

gN 2.912 2.857 2.281 2.288 2.349 2.268

�Nzz;z;z )10.38 )26.76 )27.2 )26.15 )26.54 )25.28
�N )36.36 )32.09 )28.29 )30.5 )29.33 )27.61

Comparison of the DFT/B3LYP results, obtained in this work, with Hartree–Fock, MCSCF, CCSD and CC3 results taken from

[4,5].
a Exp.: �0:3127� 0:003, �0:3243� 0:0005 (2H12C14N); �0:331� 0:006 (2H13C14N).
b Exp.: 0:9936� 0:0003 (1H12C14N); 0:9941� 0:0003 (2H12C14N), see [4] and references therein.
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same manner, DFT consistently underestimates

the correlation corrections for CO in Table 4. In-

terestingly, in some cases where there are differ-

ences between DFT and the best coupled-cluster

estimates – for gCzz;z and g
C, for example – DFT is in

excellent agreement with CCSD theory.

4.3. HCN, HNC and C2H2

For the linear molecules HCN, HNC and C2H2,

we would expect the performance of DFT/B3LYP
to be fairly good since the electronic structure of

these molecules is similar to that of CO and N2, at

Table 6

HNC electric field gradient at the nuclei, Sternheimer (anti)shieldings and EFG polarizabilities

Hartree–Fock DFT/B3LYP MCSCF CCSD CC3 CC3 (BE)

d-aug-cc-pVQZ d-aug-cc-pVTZ

V H
zz )0.4184 )0.4138 )0.4402 )0.4382 )0.4399 )0.4204

gHzz;z 0.862 0.798 0.8085 0.8122 0.8113 0.817

gHzz;zz )0.855 )0.799 )0.8299 )0.8265 )0.8286 )0.8331
gH )0.414 )0.451 )0.4457 )0.4526 )0.4526 )0.4487
�Hzz;z;z )2.20 )1.28 )1.859 )2.014 )1.735 )1.823
�H 0.78 0.95 0.8728 0.9235 0.914 0.8931

V N
zz )0.0123 )0.0595 )0.0349 )0.0399 )0.0485 )0.06242a

gNzz;z 7.233 7.079 6.469 6.75 6.595 6.532

gNzz;zz 2.291 2.378 2.33 1.969 2.127 2.059

gN 3.475 3.041 2.44 2.335 2.406 2.339

�Nzz;z;z 10.20 )3.09 )4.386 )9.486 )3.795 3.142

�N )14.63 )14.79 )7.451 )12.83 )13.15 )12.7

V C
zz 1.0323 0.9541 0.8356 0.8312 0.8 0.8121

gCzz;z )3.391 )3.065 )3.009 )2.963 )2.701 )2.763
gCzz;zz )1.674 )1.028 )1.067 )1.117 )0.8738 )0.9178
gC )1.982 )1.269 )0.9863 )1.208 )1.116 )1.155
�Czz;z;z )32.43 )40.12 )37.71 )35.73 )37.29 )36.26
�C )12.31 )12.26 )8.194 )12.06 )11.58 )11.53

Comparison of the DFT/B3LYP results, obtained in this work, with Hartree–Fock, MCSCF, CCSD and CC3 results taken from

[4,5].
a Exp.: �0:106� 0:0006 (1H14N13C), see [4] and references therein.

Table 7

C2H2 electric field gradient at the nuclei, Sternheimer (anti)shieldings and EFG polarizabilities

Hartree–Fock DFT/B3LYP MCSCF CCSD CC3 CC3 (BE)

d-aug-cc-pVQZ d-aug-cc-pVTZ

V H
zz )0.3318 )0.3323 )0.3411 )0.3398 )0.3423 )0.3319

gHzz;z )0.889 )0.811 )0.7761 )0.8 )0.7957 )0.7961
gHzz;zz )0.970 )0.898 )0.8698 )0.888 )0.8787 )0.8809
gH )0.565 )0.575 )0.5458 )0.5622 )0.5601 )0.5627
�Hzz;z;z )1.80 )1.36 )1.339 )1.679 )1.415 )1.442
�H 1.45 1.49 1.456 1.571 1.455 1.328

V C
zz 0.3858 0.3416 0.2997 0.2877 0.2819 0.2793

gCzz;z )5.832 )5.504 )4.981 )5.004 )4.91 )4.869
gCzz;zz 0.009 0.347 0.5804 0.5007 0.5407 0.448

gC 2.145 2.405 2.102 2.152 2.062 1.825

�Czz;z;z 11.21 9.80 9.635 11.38 9.734 9.004

�C )21.90 )22.70 )19.93 )19.91 )19.88 )18.33

Comparison of theDFT/B3LYP results, obtained in this work, withHartree–Fock,MCSCF,CCSDandCC3 results taken from [4,5].
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least for the heavy atoms. To a large extent, the

results in Tables 5–7 confirm this expectation.

Thus, for carbon and nitrogen, DFT/B3LYP

mostly underestimates the correction predicted by

high-level ab initio methods. Still, there are ex-

ceptions to this behavior – for �Nzz;z;z in HCN and
for �Czz;z;z in HNC, for example, the corrections are
overestimated. Also, for �Nzz;z;z in HNC, DFT/

B3LYP predicts a correction in the opposite di-

rection of coupled-cluster theory, although we

note that DFT/B3LYP is in excellent agreement

with MCSCF.

For the hydrogen atoms in these molecules, the

situation is different. The DFT results show no
systematic trends in comparison with MCSCF and

coupled-cluster theory, often giving corrections in

the opposite direction. It is particularly worrying

that, for HCN and HNC, DFT gives opposite

corrections even for the EFGs (as was also ob-

served for HF and HCl), even though the correc-

tions are so small that it is difficult to draw any

definite conclusions. It appears that DFT/B3LYP
has a general problem of describing the electron

density in regions close to the nucleus for light

elements such as hydrogen.

5. Conclusions

Although there is an indication that DFT/
B3LYP may be a viable approach for the study of

EFGs at the nuclei and EFG (hyper)polarizabili-

ties in larger molecules, our study has revealed that

the method has limitations in the accuracy it can

provide in comparison with highly correlated ap-

proaches. In particular, the correlation correction

to the properties associated with heavy elements

appears to be underestimated. Furthermore, the
method does not appear to be reliable when

applied to the study of EFGs and EFG (hy-

per)polarizabilities of electron-rich atoms such as

halides.

For the calculation of EFGs of hydrogen at-

oms, DFT/B3LYP appears to be less reliable than

Hartree–Fock theory, although the correlation

corrections are small. For the EFG (hyper)polar-
izabilities, the DFT results show no particular

trend relative to coupled-cluster theory, indicating

that DFT is ill suited to the study of such prop-

erties of the hydrogen atom.
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